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BİLTES COLLEGE
“LET OUR CHILDREN BE HAPPY AND SUCCESSFUL!”
Welcome to fascinating world of Biltes College!

BİLTES SADABAD
Biltes College is a Turkish Primary and Secondary school situated in
Kağıthane and Kemerburgaz region in İstanbul. Main campus “Biltes Sadabad”
is located in Kağıthane.
The main mission of Biltes College is to guide students to success. The
goal of the institution is to steer students to be disciplined individuals and
pursue ethical values, and also acquire the required skills for someone living in
the 21st century. We also aim to lead students to success in all the national and
international entrance examinations by donating them with problem-solving
skills. The principle of Biltes College is to guide our students through benefitting
from a strong academic staff’s background and modern education techniques.
We also aim to educate individuals who are ready for the future.
Biltes College has children from the age of 3-16 years old, totally 679
children and there are 111 teachers in all campuses.
Our training program is inspired by various contemporary approaches.
One of our most important goals is to help our children attain self-learning,
decision making and self-controlling skills.
Human values play a vital role in a society. A very important dimension of this invaluable system begins within the
family environment at an early age and then continues during their school years. Young children can not form their own
values due to the fact that their mindset, values, understanding, and developmental skills have not yet been attained.
These are acquired at school through education. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that our students are always exposed
to the right values in life.
The main buldings have offices, staffrooms, a music room, a modern school kitchen and a well-equipped library
with IT classrooms. There is a gymnasium for many disciplines, also used by different local sport organisations. There are
classrooms for handcraft/ design, woodwork and a modern science room. Additionally 3D rooms, Ice skating and mini golf
area, calligraphy and origami are the other opportunities for our students.
Moreover Biltes College Counselling Department is to address every student as an individual with their own
unique features and qualities. We also aim to help them recognize themselves. The goal of the Counselling Department
is to assist students, parents and teachers in achieving their "developmental" and "learning" aims through the
aforementioned process. The Counsellor’s Guidance program not only supports students’ with their needs but also fosters
them throughout each stage of their development. Social awareness is important subjects for all our students. There are
almost 16 student clubs in the
school like “Dance Club, Young
Actors, Da Vinci, Fashion Design,
Algoritm and Coding, Web Design,
Beautiful Mind Club, Rhythm, Golf,
Ice Skating, Chess, Sports Game,
Basketball and Volleyball, English
Live, Destination-Imagination and
Science Clubs. Besides Space and
Observation room is giving
motivation to students while they
want to learn about space.
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BİLTES KEMERBURGAZ
Biltes Kemerburgaz campus has brought together all the components of success for you. In line with our mission
in education and training, besides our education model and strong academic cadres, we have transformed our campus
into physical reality and supported our children's positive energy flow. Our school's energy is harmonious with the
universe. We have organized our campus for the healthy flow of natural life energy to our students according to the 5,000year-old FENG SHUI teaching. The origin of this
teaching:
"The winds are wild
Sun warm
Water is clear
Lush Trees"
It is believed to come from poetry.
FENG SHUI, which has the dictionary
meaning of "wind" and "water", is a Chinese
teaching that shows the ways of activating the
energy of universal life that exists in nature, in
places we live. Our life is an application that
helps achieve success, health, wealth,
happiness, positive fortune and energy to attract
ourselves. To live happier lives in this teaching, where belief that life is a journey is dominant, to establish happy
relationships, to improve ourselves and reach our goals, but only in harmony with the energies of nature.
Our campus, which is composed of 3,000 m² closed area and 2130 m² outdoor area, is designed to make our
children be successful, harmonious to their environment, life energy is high and they can realize their dreams in this
school teaching light, with inspiration from nature.
Imagine a step to the truth!
Biltes Kemerburgaz Feng Shui Campus!
We believe you’ll be impressed by what Biltes College has achieved so far in 3 years of its presence and conceive
its potential to accomplish great things in the future…

BİLTES VADİSTANBUL PRE-INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
At the Biltes Vadistanbul Pre-international campus, our
inquiry-based education model aims to increase students’
curiosity about their surroundings and make them aware of
individual learning processes. In order to educate our children as
lifelong learners, we are running for the International
Baccalaureate PYP Education System. We examine each query
according to various transdisciplinary areas and support our
students to be enthusiastic and commitment about their own
learning.
We support our students’ social- emotional
development, creativity, imagination and critical thinking abilities
while laying the foundation for language development with our
bilingual education program. Observation and evaluation based on
international approaches follow our students’ individual development and learning; we contribute to the development of
4
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our children through our differentiated education plans that we have prepared with the knowledge that each student’s
learning process is unique.
We explore our students’ abilities while supporting their skills in different fields with the opportunities we offer
in various branches of the curriculum (Gymnastic, dance, drama, music).

ABOUT US
Mission
In order to raise the quality of life of the person;
•
•

To keep the concepts of responsibility, love, respect and fraternity with a rational approach in an
environment that develops creativity and research by giving importance to individual differences;
To educate young generations who are knowledgeable about the environment, sensitive to national and
international levels of foreign languages and cultures, and who are successful in academic, social and
sporting achievements.

Vision
The future philosophy of schools is based on a futureoriented perspective. The students we educated with today's point
of view will enter the working life after at least 15 years. It is
inevitable that many changes in terms of science and technology will
be experienced in this period of time. From this point of view, it is of
utmost importance that we prepare our students for the future. The
main goal of our schools that come from a point of view is a FutureCentered School approach. Our schools implement the teaching
methods as "Future Center" and "Technology Center". Our school
educates individuals who guide and know the world of the future. In
addition to pursuing technology, young people are able to produce
technology and projects starting from early ages.
•
•
•
•
•

Working hard and responsible,
Having scientific discipline and thought structure,
Judging the moral values and the pamphlets,
Having achieved the technological intellectuality that will sustain its life in every country of the world,
Responsible for raising self-confident individuals.

Science
By nature, children are intrigued by research and
discovery. Our program is based on the needs of the children
so as to nurture these needs, help them to become versatile
thinkers, to question, to observe and experiment. The
students in our school are exposed to learning via means of
investigation and research in order to help them attain the
skills necessary to discover the information.
Technology
Digital media technology is incorporated into the
entire curriculum so as to provide opportunities for our
students to learn using an active learning process. In this way,
our students are able to find information more rapidly and
hence speed the process of learning.
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Education
Our training program takes inspiration from many
contemporary approaches. One of our most important goals is to
help our children attain self-learning, decision making, and selfcontrolling skills. The role of human values in society are enormous.
A very important dimension of this invaluable system begins within
the family environment at an early age and then continues during
their school years. Young children can not form their own values
due to the fact that their mindset, values, understanding, and
developmental skills have not yet been attained. These are attained
at school through education. Therefore, it is necessary to make sure
that our children are always exposed to the right values in life.
Art Workshop
Our students have the opportunity of expressing and applying their creative skills in art workshops. They are given
the opportunity to create and design their work using their own skills and inquiry abilities. They learn to integrate other
subjects and cultures into art.

OUR EDUCATION MODEL (PYP)
What is PYP?
With the goal of creating a better and peaceful world environment; it is an international learning / teaching model
that aims to make students aged between 3-12 years think, curious, and pass on their knowledge to their questions. This
program aims to train students from all corners
of the world to be active, caring and lifelong
learners who understand that the other opinions
can be true.
Purpose of PYP
Raising a global citizen with an international
vision that helps create a better and more
peaceful world environment, aware of the whole
humanity and the planet we share, is the main
purpose of this learning / teaching model. The
PYP model argues that information alone is not
sufficient, but that appropriate concepts, skills,
and attitudes must be developed as well.
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PYP education program is the program that 3 elements
integrated
•
•
•

What we want to learn? ( written curriculum )
How do we learn best? ( learned curriculum )
How do we know about what we learn?
(evaluated curriculum )

PYP and Language
The need to communicate is instinctive. The
development of the language is the basis for this communication
need, further advancing our effectiveness of thinking and
understanding. It is believed that language teaching in the PYP
should take place in a way that appeals to the past experience, needs, and interests of the student rather than a
predetermined, prescriptive model.
PYP and Maths
The mathematics used as part of everyday life must be taught in realistic, connotative contexts, as long as it is
conveyed to students as a fixed set of information. In doing so, an environment is created for students to discover their
own personal experiences, insights and knowledge.

PYP and Science and Technology
In the PYP, science and technology are regarded
as the discovery of the biological, chemical, and physical
aspects of the natural world and the relationship between
these aspects. Science makes comprehension what the
learners of the world are scientifically evaluating and
providing consciousness. It encourages curiosity and
creativity, which helps the student to understand the
world. By alternating thinking on scientific knowledge,
students develop a sense of responsibility for the actions
that their actions create on themselves, on others, and on
the world.

PYP and Social Sciences
In the PYP model, social information leads
learners to learn more about themselves, others and
places in society that are increasingly global. It gives
students the opportunity to examine and think about
human behaviour and movements in a realistic,
objective and sensitive way. For this reason,
experience with social studies opens the door to
basic questions about life and learning.
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PYP and Art
Art is an integral part of the PYP. It is a powerful form of communication in which
learners make discoveries about themselves and make sense of it, helping them to
understand the world around them. Art; Provide students with a variety of opportunities
and ways to respond to their experiences and address the historical, social and cultural
aspects. Learning about art is the basis for the development of the child as a whole; it
encourages creativity, critical thinking, problem solving skills and social interactions.
PYP and Guidance and Physical Education
In the PYP, personal, social and physical education is about the well-being of the
individual, and it is foreseen to do so by disseminating and developing the concepts,
knowledge, attitudes and skills that contribute to this wellbeing. This model contributes
to the understanding of others, to developing and maintaining relationships with others,
and also to an active, healthy lifestyle. As lifelong learners,
we try to make meaning in our lives and in the world we
live in; we do it by making meaning, by exploring the
concepts and by observing what we understand. Lifelong
learners demonstrate a positive attitude toward learning,
develop strategies for critical and creative thinking,
understand questions, participate in interrogation,
connect, and reflect new learning and skills in practice in
different contexts. To become successful learners, what
students need to do is to feel strong as they learn, to know
the value of what they learn, and to take responsibility for
it, to be flexible and to gain independence.

International Training Model in the Level of Kindergarten
In the field of mathematics, the student has the ability to understand and present information with pictographs
and labels. Students can read and create live graphics using real objects and people. Very young children see the world as
the venue of possibilities. The teacher helps the student connect by giving realistic examples and using appropriate
vocabulary. In this way the child defines, compares and explains the
properties of real objects (Longer, shorter, heavier, empty, full,
warmer and colder). They will develop observation skills using their
senses to describe direction and location, and have the ability to
predict and discuss simple ideas using their observations. They exhibit
a student profile with a respectful and responsible nature, which can
find out the main cause and effect relation. At the same time,
students have the ability to express ideas using their own knowing
experiences and vocabulary. In the field of language, to express needs
and ideas; are able to interact with friends and adults in social
environments, express their visual expressions in their own verbal
understanding, use their body movements and words, and can
interact with their friends and adults.
Students in the field of social studies; they have the ability to learn about people and their lives by focusing on
themselves, their friends, their families and their immediate surroundings. They gain the ability to apply rules and routines
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on jobs and games. They will increase their
awareness of themselves in connection with the
various groups they belong to and will become
aware of the system they organize themselves.
They will gain sense of space and they will begin
to understand why certain spaces are important
to people. The sense of time also develops in
relation to each other and will see the effects of
time and man's change, which will recognize
important events in their lives. They will begin to
deliberately discover the role of technology in
their lives. In the field of art, they can express
the responses given to their art works in
different forms. Beginning to be knowledgeable
about the means of communication and
expression in this period. They describe ideas
and emotions conveyed through body movements. They express why certain body positions and movements tell specific
ideas and feelings. They develop appropriate responses, such as monitoring, listening and reacting to the most popular
parts of the performance, and they can show attitude. They are also able to talk about their ideas and feelings in response
to dramatic performance. They can use the voice to simulate voices and learn songs. They can describe the differences in
music, they can express what they feel. They can distinguish the voices of different instruments. They express their
opinions about the study of a painting.
In the field of social, personal and physical education, students have the ability to explain how they have grown
and changed, and to be able to explain similarities and differences with others. They can express their feelings and explain
their reasons. When they exercise, they can express their body changes with their own sentences. They may notice the
importance of listening to others in a respectful way. Beliefs, feelings and attitudes seek answers to how they affect how
we act. They can question the results of positive and negative behaviours they have experienced with their friends, and
they can think about their reasons.

Kindergarten Education Program
Inspired
by
many
contemporary
educational approaches, our educational program is
a model that emphasizes meaning, research-based,
and equally supports all developmental areas of the
child. Our training program; each child has been
prepared in a unified way by associating them with
different mind structures, different interests and
learning styles in the way of reality, activities to gain
meaning in child, positive approach to learning and
self-confidence.
This program supports children to selflearning, making choices, making predictions,
making logical and creative decisions, and solving
complex problems by arouse curiosity rather than
finding
pre-determined
answers.
Children
participate directly in this learning process, by living
and experimenting. Our voice-based reading and
writing program is for our students.
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According to the theory of multiple
intelligence, intelligence is a process of solving
problems, producing creative solutions, approaches
and innovations, and also collecting useful products.
For this reason, the education program offers a variety
of different opportunities for children to develop each
individual intelligence approach to education and
training processes. By combining these opportunities
with contemporary knowledge and instructional
technology, education becomes more attractive and
makes learning easier and takes the first steps towards
raising lifelong learners. In our kindergarten education
program, English language acquisition is the forefront.

Language acquisition in young children is a spontaneous
process. This program is based on age groups and developmental
characteristics and is supported by rich educational materials. In
our children's classes, they speak and interact with teachers who
speak this language actively. In the end, we focus on the
kindergarten education program, which focuses not on focus but
on process and effort; our children will be the first to come to the
future as a good and happy individual, who believes in himself
through the union of national and universal values, respectful to
the living environment, responsible.

Reading Program
The primary goal of our primary school reading program is
to make reading habits and reading habits a priority. Each student
reads at least 30 books a year, once a week, separately in Turkish
and English lessons. Project-Focused Activities to manage time, to
create a product using creativity, to take responsibility and share
success with others; are the most important qualities to possess
today. Biltes students acquire these skills with no difficulty through
weekly-monthly project work.

Middle School Education Program
In our school, examinations are held within the framework
of Ministry of Education regulations; the number of these examinations varies according to the course hours determined
by the regulations.
Apart from these traditional assessment and assessment methods, the performances of our students in and out
of the classroom (making assignments, producing projects, participating in social activities) are also influential in their
grades.
To prepare our students for national exams such as TEOG and to develop the test technique, KTT and TEOG
examinations are held on Thursdays and Fridays at our school.
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The exams are checked through the optical reader and shared with the students on the same day.
These results are also announced in our portal for information.
According to the results of these exams, our students are taken into
the after school studies; at the beginning of the study, each lesson of the
teacher analyses the questions belonging to the lesson in the class.
The primary goal of the after school studies is to ensure that the
students in the upper rows respond correctly to all the questions.
By analysing the results of KTT and TEOG, the students who are below
the rank are analysed on a lesson basis; the subjects that these students do
not understand are determined and the subject is repeated.
If you are not planning to succeed, then you are planning failure. For
this reason, we are building the basis of our students' achievements by setting
the right targets. Success is not a coincidence for our students who participate
in our study sessions regularly, resolve the targeted weekly questions, and follow the weekend school.
Foreign Language Program
It is important that our students learn to use language as effectively as possible, so we aim on implementing an
academic programme that is sequential and relevant for the needs of the contemporary world. Our team is in constant
update with the changing education system and its modern methods and techniques. Our classrooms have been setup
with up to date equipment, so as to provide an environment which is meaningful for the purpose of learning language.
We base our lessons on modern education methods and differentiated education models which consider individual
differences. All four skills of learning a language is used. These being speaking, listening, reading and writing. Our chosen
materials and resources are in line with what the Common European Framework of References (CEFR) recommends. All
our lessons incorporate the usage of these materials which are supported with software products. Our students can
evaluate their works on the digital platform with specially prepared programs for themes such as narrative videos, reading,
listening, writing and interpreting. Our English language education system and programs are comprised of selected course
materials and programs in accordance with the European Framework for Language Teaching Common Framework
Program (CEFR). In addition to the application of all content, our students with children from different countries on an
international platform. Our students who take part in Cambridge exams from the third year of primary school certify their
English language development and competence by means of assessment and assessment tools in international standards
so that the internationally validated assessment and evaluation can be seen objectively; they are entitled to receive
certificates according to these criteria.

Psychological Consultancy and Guidance
Counselling Department
The philosophy of our Counselling Department is to address every student as an individual, as each has their own
unique features and qualities. It is to also to help them recognize themselves. The aim of the Counseling Department, is
to assist students, parents and teachers "development" and "learning" aims through this mentioned process. The
Counsellor’s Guidance program is not just to support students with needs, but to foster students’ needs throughout each
stage of their development.
Focal Points of the Counselling Department
To help students adapt to school,
To contribute to the solution of learning problems,
To guide parents and teachers so that they may assist in the prevention and solution of behavioural problems of
students,
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To get to know students and do follow-up studies,
To be informed of students social, emotional and cognitive developmental needs and to monitor, evaluate and
support them,
To help students be equipped with problem-solving skills,
To help students gain effective communication skills,
To inform and advise parents about the developmental characteristics of their children,
To work on solutions in the compliance and prevention of behavioural problems,
To provide guidance on self-expression skills,
To help students develop self-realization skills,
To carry out Individual and group counselling studies.
Health
Our nurse at school provides first-aid help to our students. Our infirmary is equipped to aid in the assistance of
our students if health care is required at any time.
Nutrition
A healthy balanced diet is prepared by a nutritionist and our nurse. Students are accompanied by their teacher to
the dining hall where they are seated at an allocated table according to their age.

HOW CAN YOU BE A PART OF BİLTES COLLEGE?
As Biltes, we believe that each student is invaluable. Every child is different and hence requires different attention
and needs. Therefore Biltes always cares to meet the student and family prior to enrolment, so as to know their specific
needs and requirements. Biltes College, each student applying to our school is given a 30-60 minute compliance test to
evaluate their grade level to assess their appropriateness for our school.

Step 1; an assessment is made to understand the academic level (except kindergarten and 1st grade)
In the first phase of the academic evaluation, students sit for an exam comprising of mathematics, English and
Turkish. The objective of this exam which comprises of multiple choice questions is to evaluate the child’s academic level,
their specific learning model, techniques, and the way they process information.
Step 2; student recognition activities (school counsellor)
Varying tests are given according to the age of the students so as to recognize their abilities. The outcome of these
tests are immediately shared with parents.
Step 3; family recognition studies (expectations, goals)
As Biltes family, we believe that we are much more beneficial to our students as we have the same point of view
as our parents, who are more important in their lives of our students. So, we have 30-40 minutes of sharing time with our
parents who have come to the registration stage.
We wish you a successful and unforgettable experince for your children at Biltes College.

BILTES COLLEGE IN FIGURES
2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Total Number of Campuses

1

2

3

3

3

Total Number of Students

220

468

545

614

679

Total Number of Academic Staff

39

50

90

98

111

Number of Administrative Staff

14

29

35

39

42
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STUDENT CLUBS

DANCE CLUB

YOUNG ACTORS CLUB

DA VINCI CLUB

FASHION DESIGN CLUB

ALGORITM and CODING

WEB DESIGN CLUB

BEAUTIFUL MIND CLUB

RHYTHM CLUB
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GOLF CLUB

ICE SKATING CLUB

CHESS CLUB

SPORTS GAME CLUB

BASKETBALL – VOLLEYBALL CLUB

ENGLISH LIVE CLUB

DESTINATION IMAGINATION CLUB

SCIENCE CLUB
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PUBLIC RELATIONS and INTERNATIONAL OFFICE
What Public Relations and International Office Will Help You For:
Application, payment information, registration, sudent certificate, transcripts, scholarships, international projects (Erasmus,
AIESEC, international opportunities, travels and trouble shooting for any problems not handled elsewhere.

Coordinators:
Buket Kapılı (School Manager) / buket.kapili@biltes.k12.tr
Ferhat Bilgin Önol (Vice Manager – International Office Coordinator) / ferhat.onol@biltes.k12.tr

Office Contact:
Tel: +90 212 612 12 12 - 207| Fax: +90 212 294 24 14| e-mail: info@biltes.k12.tr

Office Hours:
Public Relations and International Office Department serves between 08:00-12:30 and 13:30-18:00 weekdays and saturdays,
except official holidays and extraordinary closures.

TRANSPORTATION
How to Get to Biltes College
After you arrive in İstanbul, you may take a taxi from Atatürk International Airport (European side) or Sabiha Gökçen Airport
(Anatolian Side) to get to the City Center.
You may alternatively use the City Shuttle Busses (HAVATAŞ) to reach to the City Center (Taksim or Kadıköy), or public busses
from Bus Terminal (for more information about public busses please check www.iett.gov.tr ).
The İETT service fare is 2,60 TL per passenger. You also can use “Metro” from Atatürk Airport to reach to center (There is no
metro service from Sabiha Gökçen Airport).
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Biltes
Kemerburgaz

Biltes Vadistanbul

Biltes Sadabad
(Kağıthane)

Taksim Square

Notes:
You can see the time table and routes of Havataş at: http://www.havatas.com/

PUBLIC BUSSES:
SADABAD CAMPUS
To reach to our main campus, you can use the public buses as listed below:

LINE NO

BUS LINE

48H

ŞİŞLİ – HAMİDİYE MH.

48T

TAKSİM – HAMİDİYE MH.

48N

GÜZELTEPE - TAKSİM

44B

EMİNÖNÜ – HAMİDİYE MH.
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KEMERBURGAZ CAMPUS
Kemerburgaz campus is located in Göktürk district.
LINE NO

BUS LINE

48

MECİDİYEKÖY - GÖKTÜRK

48E

GÖKTÜRK - EMİNÖNÜ

VADISTANBUL INTERNATIONAL PRESCHOOL
LINE NO

BUS LINE

41Y

AYAZAĞA / KAĞITHANE - YENİKAPI

** For more information about public buses please check www.iett.gov.tr

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
2019-2020 Academic Year:
ACADEMIC CALENDAR / 2019-2020
AUTUMN SEMESTER
ACADEMIC EVENTS
EXPIRATION DATE
Start Date of Courses
09.09.2019 Monday
1st Holiday Period
18.10.2019 – 22.10.2019
End Date of Course
20.01.2020 Friday
Mid Holiday Period
20.01.2020 – 03.02.2020
SPRING SEMESTER
ACADEMIC EVENTS
Start Date of Courses
2nd Holiday Period
Finish Date of Courses

EXPIRATION DATE
03.02.2020 Monday
06.04.2020 – 10.04.2020
19.06.2020 Friday

2019-2020 National Days and Holidays:
NATIONAL DAYS AND HOLIDAYS
Republic Day
29 October 2019
New Years’
01 January 2020
Day(Christmas)
National Sovereignty and 23 April 2020
Children’s Day
Labour and Solidarity
01 May 2020
Day
Commemoration of
19 May 2020
Atatürk, Youth and
Sports Day
Ramadan

23 May 2020 – 26 May 2020

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday

Saturday -SundayMonday - Tuesday
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ABOUT TURKEY
Flag

Location

Capital

Ankara

Area
Water (%)
Population (2014 Census)
Density

39°55′N 32°50′E
814,578 km2 (37th)
506,155 sq mi
1.3
77,695,904 (18th)
95/km2 (107th)
153/sq mi

Nominal GDP (2014)

$806 billion (18th)

Nominal Per Capita

$10,482 (66th)

GDP (PPP)
Per Capita (PPP)

$1.508 trillion (17th)
$19,610 (61st)

Currency

Turkish Lira (TL)
Symbol: ₺
Time
Zone
EET (UTC+2)
International Calling Code
+90
Summer (DST)
EEST (UTC+3)
Internet TLD
.tr
Date Format
dd/mm/yyyy (AD)
Turkey spreads over two continents; European side is called Thrace and Asian side is called Anatolia. (Trakya & Anadolu in
Turkish)
Turkey is a democratic, secular, unitary, and constitutional republic with a diverse cultural heritage. The country's official
language is Turkish. Most of the population are ethnic Turks; the remainder consists of legally recognized and unrecognized
minorities. The vast majority of the population is Muslim. Turkey is a member of the UN, NATO, OECD, OSCE, OIC and the G-20. After
becoming one of the first members of the Council of Europe in 1949, Turkey became an associate member of the EEC in 1963, joined
the EU Customs Union in 1995 and started full membership negotiations with the European Union in 2005. Turkey's growing economy
and diplomatic initiatives have led to its recognition as a regional power.
Turkey has a unitary structure in terms of administration and this aspect is one of the most important factors shaping the
Turkish public administration. When three powers (executive, legislative and judiciary) are taken into account as the main functions
of the state, local administrations have little power. In other words, there are no units called "states" in Turkey and the provinces and
cities come after the central administration. Local administrations (Belediye/Municipality with elected Mayors) were established to
provide services in place and the government is represented by appointed governors.
Turkey is subdivided into 81 provinces (cities) for administrative purposes. Each province is divided into districts, for a total
of 923 districts. Turkey is also subdivided into 7 regions and 21 subregions for geographic, demographic and economic purposes; this
does not refer to an administrative division…

Cities:
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Climate (Weather Conditions):
The coastal areas of Turkey bordering the Aegean and Mediterranean Seas have a temperate Mediterranean climate, with
hot, dry summers and mild to cool, wet winters. The coastal areas bordering the Black Sea have a temperate Oceanic climate with
warm, wet summers and cool to cold, wet winters. The Turkish Black Sea coast receives the greatest amount of precipitation and is
the only region of Turkey that receives high precipitation throughout the year. The eastern part of that coast averages 2,200
millimetres (87 in) annually.
The coastal areas bordering the Sea of Marmara, which connects the Aegean Sea and the Black Sea, have a transitional
climate between a temperate Mediterranean climate and a temperate Oceanic climate with warm to hot, moderately
dry summers and cool to cold, wet winters. Snow falls on the coastal areas of the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea almost every
winter, but usually melts in no more than a few days. However, snow is rare in the coastal areas of the Aegean Sea and very rare in
the coastal areas of the Mediterranean Sea.
Mountains close to the coast prevent Mediterranean influences from extending inland, giving the central Anatolian plateau of
the interior of Turkey a continental climate with sharply contrasting seasons.
Winters on the eastern part of the plateau are especially severe. Temperatures of −30 to −40 °C (−22 to −40 °F) can occur in
eastern Anatolia. Snow may remain at least 120 days of the year. In the west, winter temperatures average below 1 °C
(34 °F). Summers are hot and dry, with temperatures often above 30 °C (86 °F) in the day. Annual precipitation averages about 400
millimetres (15 in), with actual amounts determined by elevation. The driest regions are the Konya plain and the Malatya plain, where
annual rainfall is often less than 300 millimetres (12 in). May is generally the wettest month, whereas July and August are the driest.

Tourism:
Tourism in Turkey has experienced rapid growth in the last twenty years, and constitutes an important part of the economy.
In 2013, 37.8 million foreign visitors arrived in Turkey, which ranked as the 6th most popular tourism destination in the world; they
contributed $27.9 billion to Turkey's revenues. Turkey has 13 UNESCO World Heritage Sites, such as the "Historic Areas of Istanbul",
the "Rock Sites of Cappadocia", the "Neolithic Site of Çatalhöyük", "Hattusa: the Hittite Capital", the "Archaeological Site of Troy",
"Pergamon and its Multi-Layered Cultural Landscape", "Hierapolis – Pamukkale", and "Mount Nemrut". And, 51 World Heritage Sites
in tentative list, such as the archaeological sites or historic urban centers of Göbekli Tepe, Gordion, Ephesus, Aphrodisias, Perga, Lycia,
Sagalassos, Aizanoi, Zeugma, Ani, Harran, Mardin, Konya and Alanya. Turkey hosts two of Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, which
are the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus and the Temple of Artemis.
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Cusine:
Turkish cuisine is regarded as one of the most prominent in the world, its popularity is largely owed to the cultural influences
of the Ottoman Empire and partly because of its major tourism industry. It is largely the heritage of Ottoman cuisine, which can be
described as a fusion and refinement of Central Asian, Caucasian, Middle Eastern, Mediterranean and Balkan cuisines.
The country's position between the East and the Mediterranean Sea helped the Turks gain complete control of major trade
routes, and an ideal environment allowed plants and animals to flourish. Turkish cuisine was well established by the mid-1400s, the
beginning of the Ottoman Empire's six hundred-year reign. Yogurt salads, fish in olive oil, and stuffed and wrapped vegetables became
Turkish staples. The empire, eventually spanning from Austria to northern Africa, used its land and water routes to import exotic
ingredients from all over the world. By the end of the 1500s, the Ottoman court housed over 1,400 live-in cooks and passed laws
regulating the freshness of food. Since the fall of the empire in World War I (1914–1918) and the establishment of the Turkish Republic
in 1923, foreign food such as French hollandaise sauce and western fast food have made their way into the modern Turkish diet.

Science and Technology:
TÜBİTAK is the leading agency for developing science, technology and innovation policies in Turkey. TÜBA is an autonomous
scholarly society acting to promote scientific activities in Turkey. TAEK is the official nuclear energy institution of Turkey. Its objectives
include academic research in nuclear energy, and the development and implementation of peaceful nuclear tools.
Turkish government companies for research and development in military technologies include Turkish Aerospace
Industries, Aselsan, Havelsan, Roketsan, MKE, among others. Turkish Satellite Assembly, Integration and Test Center (UMET) is a
spacecraft production and testing facility owned by the Ministry of National Defence and operated by the Turkish Aerospace Industries
(TAI). The Turkish Space Launch System (UFS) is a project to develop the satellite launch capability of Turkey. It consists of the
construction of a spaceport, the development of satellite launch vehicles as well as the establishment of remote earth stations.

ABOUT İSTANBUL
Istanbul historically known as Constantinople and Byzantium, is the most populous city in Turkey and the country's
economic, cultural, and historic center. Istanbul is a transcontinental city in Eurasia, straddling the Bosphorus strait (which
separates Europe and Asia) between the Sea of Marmara and the Black Sea. Its commercial and historical center lies on the European
side and about a third of its population lives on the Asian side. The city is the administrative center of the Istanbul Metropolitan
Municipality (coterminous with Istanbul Province), both hosting a population of around 14.7 million residents. Istanbul is one of
the world's most populous cities and ranks as the world's 7th-largest city proper and
the largest European city.
Founded under the name of Byzantium on the Sarayburnu promontory
around 660 BCE, the city developed to become one of the most significant in
history. After its reestablishment as Constantinople in 330 CE, it served as an
imperial capital for almost 16 centuries, during the Roman and Byzantine (330–
1204 and 1261–1453), the Latin (1204–1261), and the Ottoman (1453–1922)
empires. It was instrumental in the advancement of Christianity during Roman
and Byzantine times, before the Ottomans conquered the city in 1453 and
transformed it into an Islamic stronghold and the seat of the Ottoman Caliphate.
Istanbul's strategic position on the historic Silk Road, rail networks to Europe and
the Middle East, and the only sea route between the Black Sea and
the Mediterranean have produced a cosmopolitan populace, although less so
since the establishment of the Turkish Republic in 1923. Overlooked for the new
capital Ankara during the interwar period, the city has since regained much of its
prominence. The population of the city has increased tenfold since the 1950s, as
migrants from across Anatolia have moved in and city limits have expanded to
accommodate them. Arts, music, film, and cultural festivals were established at
the end of the 20th century and continue to be hosted by the city today.
Infrastructure improvements have produced a complex transportation network.
Approximately 12.56 million foreign visitors arrived in Istanbul in 2015,
five years after it was named a European Capital of Culture, making the city the
world's fifth most popular tourist destination. The city's biggest attraction is its
historic center, partially listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site and its cultural
and entertainment hub can be found across the city's natural harbour, the Golden
Horn, in the Beyoğlu district. Considered a global city, Istanbul has one of the fastest-
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growing metropolitan economies in the world. It hosts the headquarters of many Turkish companies and media outlets and accounts
for more than a quarter of the country's gross domestic product. Hoping to capitalize on its revitalization and rapid expansion, Istanbul
has bid for the Summer Olympics five times in twenty years.

Climate (Weather Conditions):
Transportation:
IETT operates the Metro, Metrobus, Tram, buses and other forms of public transportation. The Istanbul Metro
and tram system runs from about 06:00 (6 am) to a little past 24:00 (12 midnight) or 01:00 (1 am), depending on the line and the
direction of travel. The most useful lines for foreign visitors are shown in italics.
M1A Yenikapı - Aksaray – Havalimanı You're most likely to use the M1 Metro line that runs from Yenikapı and Aksaray
Square in Old Istanbul via Istanbul's main Otogar (bus terminal) to Atatürk Airport. (The last Metro train from Atatürk Airport via
the Otogar to Yenikapı departs the airport at 01:00 am. Arriving in Istanbul by intercity bus, you can take Metro Line 1 right from
the Otogar to Zeytinburnu and board the T1 Kabataş tram for Sultanahmet Square and Eminönü. The Yenikapı Metro station, also a
stop on the Marmaray suburban train line, is near the terminal for "sea-bus" catamaran ferryboats and fast car ferries.
M1B: Esenler Otogar – Kirazlı line connects Istanbul's main intercity bus terminal to the suburb of Kirazlı, meeting
the M3 Metro line there.
M2: Yenikapı – Hacıosman: (M2) line connects Yenikapı (and its Fast Ferry Terminaland Marmaray suburban train station)
with Şişhane (near Tünel Square) in Beyoğlu, Taksim Square. Then north via Şişli through the modern business and residential sections
of the Levents as far as Hacıosman, only 5 km (3 miles) southwest of Sarıyer on the European shore of the northern Bosphorus. This
is the fastest way to reach northern Bosphorus destinations such as Emirgan, Sarıyer and the Black Sea beaches at Kilyos.
M3 Kirazlı - Başakşehir – Metrokent: Northwestern continuation of Metro Line M1B.
M4: Kadıköy – Kaynarca: Going from Kadıköy on the Asian shore of the Bosphorus southeast via Kozyatağı and Bostancı to
Kartal, Pendik and Kaynarca. This line is convenient for getting to Sabiha Gökçen Airport (İETT city bus KM22) and to the fast ferry
docks at Pendik (Bus KM20) for Yalova and Bursa. By 2018, this line should be extended all the way to Sabiha Gökçen Airport.
M5: Üsküdar – Çekmeköy: This line is under construction from the Asian-shore Bosphorus ferry docks in Üsküdar eastward
to the suburb of Çekmeköy.
Marmaray: Not technically a part of the Istanbul Metro system, the suburban trans-Bosphorus Marmaray underground train
line is fully integrated with the Istanbul Metro system.
Trams: İstanbul Ulaşım also operates several surface tram lines, the most useful of which are the T1 Bağcılar-Kabataş
tram and the T2 Taksim-Tünel Nostalgic Tram.
Funiculars: İstanbul Ulaşım operates the F1 Füniküler line linking Kabataş with Taksim Square, and the historic F2 Tünel
underground line between Karaköy and Tünel Square.
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By Train: On 25 July 2014, the İstanbul - Ankara high-speed line of YHT entered service. For the other lines and tickets from/to
other cities can be found at http://www.tcdd.gov.tr
•

By Bus: İstanbul Intercity Bus Terminal (Turkish: İstanbul Esenler Otogarı) is an important intersection of the bus
network which covers all cities in Turkey. Bus tickets from/to all other cities can be found at http://www.clickbus.com.tr

•

By Plane: Atatürk International Airport -located in the European side- and Sabiha Gökçen airport -located in Anatolian sideare İstanbul's main airport. The main flight companies operating there are as follows:
Turkish Airlines (THY) :
http://www.turkishairlines.com/en-tr
Anadolu Jet : http://www.anadolujet.com/aj-en
Atlas Global : http://www.atlasglb.com/en

Pegasus : http://www.flypgs.com/en
Onur Air : http://www.onurair.com/en/default.aspx
Sun Express : http://www.sunexpress.com/en

You can check other flight companies at http://www.biletall.com

Museums:
There are a lot of museums in İstanbul. Some of them are listed below:
Ayasofya Müzesi - Sultanahmet
Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi - Sultanahmet
İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzesi- Sultanahmet
Miniatürk - Minyatür Türkiye Parkı ve Müzesi –Sütlüce,
Haliç
Modern Art Museum Karaköy

Büyük Saray Mozaikleri Müzesi - Sultanahmet
Kariye Müzesi - Edirnekapı
Sabancı Müzesi - Emirgan
Rahmi Koç Müzesi - Hasköy, Haliç
Sadberk Hanım Müzesi – Sarıyer

Mosques:
There’re mosques everywhere, but some primary ones are listed below.
Süleymaniye Cami
Fatih Cami
Beyazıt (Bayezid) Cami

Eyüp Sultan Cami
Ortaköy Cami
Sultan Ahmet Cami
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Cinemas:
There are plenty of cinemas in different districts in İstanbul. Nearly all of the malls of İstanbul have their own cinemas, and
there are many others scattered in and around Kadıköy, Beşiktaş and Beyoğlu. A short list of best known cinemas is given below.
Cinemaximum - İstinye Park AVM
Rexx Sineması
Cınemaximum Kanyon
Nişantaşı City's City Life
G-Mall Cinebonus

Cinemaximum - Zorlu Center AVM
Profilo Cinemapink
Cinemapink - Demirören AVM
Marmara Forum
Suadiye Movieplex

Music:
1234-

CRR Caz Orkestrası
Borusan İstanbul Filarmoni Orkestrası
Akbank Oda Orkestrası
İstanbul Devlet Senfoni Orkestrası

There’re plenty of music houses, rock bars, traditional music (türkü) bars scattered on the İstiklal Street in Beyoğlu. You can
follow the concerts in İstanbul at: http://www.biletix.com/

Shopping:
In each and every district of İstanbul, there is at least one “modern and huge” shopping center (mall) or outlet. These places
gather nearly all national and international brands together for whatever the product you may need. Some examples are İstinye Park,
Aqua Florya Kanyon Via Port Vialand Marmara Forum Forum İstanbul Capacity Palladium Olivium etc.
You can also find in İstanbul, the stores or shops of giant international chains such as Bauhaus, Best Buy, Burger King,
Carrefour, Decathlon, Domino’s Pizza, Electroworld, Ikea, KFC, Mc Donalds, Mediamarkt, Metro, Migros, Praktiker, Starbucks, Tchibo,
etc.
Besides, there are plenty of modest shopping alternatives in and around Beyoğlu, Beşiktaş (in European side); Kadıköy,
Moda, Üsküdar in Anatolian side.
As well, on-line shopping is highly advanced in Turkey. Nearly all leading brands offer on-line shopping options. You’ll see a
short list of some very useful on-line shopping stores below. You can find everything you need on-line and at a modest price.
Miscellaneous products : http://www.hepsiburada.com | http://www.gittigidiyor.com
Books
: http://www.pandora.com.tr | http://www.babil.com | http://www.idefix.com
|http://www.kitapsatisionline.com |
Clothing
: http://www.morhipo.com | https://www.markafoni.com | http://www.trendyol.com
|http://www.tozlu.com |
Food
: https://www.yemeksepeti.com | http://www.adreseyemek.com | http://www.neyiyelim.com
There are some other web sites where you can look for real estate (Kiralık/For Rent, and Satılık/For Sale), and automobiles:
Real Estate
Automotive

: http://www.hurriyetemlak.com http://www.sahibinden.com | http://www.emlak.net
: https://www.araba.com | http://www.arabam.com | http://www.hurriyetoto.com

The newspapers in English : http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com | http://www.dailysabah.com |
The promotion sites for the cheapest : http://www.sehirfirsati.com | https://www.groupon.com |
http://www.grupanya.com
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Places to Hang Out, Eat and Drink:
There’re many attractive locations filled with cafes, bars, small restaurants, pastry shops, cinemas, bookstores, etc. Some
primary ones are listed below.
European Side
İstiklal Street, Galata Tower, Tünel (Taksim);
Sultanahmet Square and Blue Mosque;
Grand Bazaar, Spice Bazaar, Eminönü;
Nişantaşı, Osmanbey
Karaköy
Anatolian Side
Kadıköy, Moda, Bostancı;
Üsküdar;
Kuzguncuk, Çengelköy;

Higher Education in İstanbul:
In Istanbul, there are 55 universities and academies in total, 44 of which are state institutions and 11 are foundation.

Embassies in İstanbul:
You can find a full list of diplomatic missions in İstanbul with their contact info at:
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/turkish-representations.en.mfa

Cost of Living:
Here is an “average cost” list of some sample items (goods and services) in İstanbul. Cheaper or more expensive
alternatives will be available for you:
Item
Bread
Cheese
Detergents
Fish
Fruits (on average)
Egg
Granulated Sugar

Price
1 TL/loaf
15 TL/kg
4 TL/kg
20 TL/kg
6 TL/kg
0.5 TL/pcs
3 TL/kg

Item
Price
Item
Price
Olive
15 TL/kg
Gasoline
4.5 TL/liter
Poultry
10 TL/kg
Internet (unlimited) 54 TL/month
Rice
5 TL/kg
Meal (fast food)
15 TL/head
Salt
1.5 TL/kg
Public Transport
2 TL/head
Sunflower Oil
5 TL/liter
Rent (1 bedroom)
500 TL/month
Tea
15 TL/kg
Rent (3 bedrooms)
900 TL/month
Vegetables (on 3 TL/kg
Tabl d’hote (at
6.5 TL/head
avarage)
Nişantaşı)
Milk
3.5 TL/liter
Water
1 TL/liter
Taxi Fare
2.7 TL/km
Meat
30 TL/kg
White Flour
2 TL/kg
Utilities (Home)
250 TL/month
Turkish Central Bank Indicative Exchange Rates (Banknote Buying) on October 11, 2019: 1 USD: 5,84 TL;
1 Euro: 6,43 TL; 1 STERLIN: 7,27 TL
In order to better understand the cost of living in İstanbul, you can visit NUMBEO at: http://www.numbeo.com/cost-ofliving/country_result.jsp?country=Turkey (You can also see some other indices there, as to health care, quality of life, travel, traffic,
pollution, crime, etc.)

STUDENT EXCHANGE AND ERASMUS INTERNSHIPS
Erasmus+ Program:
The Erasmus Programme (European Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students) is a European Union
(EU) student exchange programme established in 1987.
Erasmus+, or Erasmus Plus, is the new programme combining all the EU's former schemes for education, training, youth
and sport, which was started in January 2014.
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Biltes College started to implement the Erasmus Internship Program in 2017 with the approved Erasmus KA2 project.
For the Erasmus internship applications please check https://erasmusintern.org/portal/recruiter/traineeships portal.
Additionally you can send a mail to ferhat.onol@biltes.k12.tr

VOCABULARY
ENGLISH
Ache
Accident
Airport
Aeroplane
Application
Architecture
Art
Bag
Bank/Bank account
Bank receipt
Bath
Belonging
Bill
Bleeding
Book
Boy
Bread
Breakfast
Building
Bus station
Bus stop
Caretaker
Cell phone
Change
Cheap

TURKISH
Ağrı
Kaza
Havaalanı
Uçak
Başvuru
Mimarlık
Sanat
Çanta
Banka/Banka hesabı
Banka dekontu
Banyo
Eşya
Fiş
Kanama
Kitap
Oğlan
Ekmek
Kahvaltı
Bina
Otobüs terminali
Otobüs durağı
Bakıcı
Cep telefonu
Bozuk para
Ucuz

ENGLISH
Dormitory
Drink/Beverage
Driving licence
Drug
Embassy
Emergency department
Emergency exit
Engineering
Entertainment
Entry
Evening
Exchange
Exchance office
Exit
Expensive
Experiment
Family
Father
Fire/Fire department
First aid
Flat
Flight
Floor
Food
For rent

TURKISH
Öğrenci yurdu
İçecek
Ehliyet
İlaç
Büyükelçilik
Acil Servis
Acil çıkışı
Mühendislik
Eğlence
Giriş
Akşam
Takas
Döviz bürosu
Çıkış
Pahalı
Deney
Aile
Baba
Yangın/İtfaiye
İlk yardım
Daire
Uçuş
Kat
Yemek
Kiralık
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Child/Children
Church
Cinema
Clothes
Coffee
Coin
Cold
Company/Firm
Consulate
Cost
Country
Court
Credit card
Currency
Danger/Dangerous
Daughter
Day
Debit card
Dentist
Department
Dictionary
Dinner
Dizziness
Doctor/Patient
Document
Door
Dry cleaning

Çocuk/Çocuklar
Kilise
Sinema
Giysi/Elbise
Kahve
Jeton/Bozuk para
Soğuk
Şirket/Firma
Konsolosluk
Maliyet
Ülke
Mahkeme
Kredi kartı
Döviz
Tehlike/Tehlikeli
Kız
Gün
Banka kartı
Diş Hekimi
Bölüm
Sözlük
Akşam yemeği
Baş dönmesi
Doktor/Hasta
Belge
Kapı
Kuru temizleme

For sale
Foreigner
Friend
Girl
Graduate
Graduate School/Institute
Green Grocer
Grocery store
Egg
Examination
Headache
Health/Health center
Health Insurance
Help
High school
Holiday
Home
Hospital
Hostel
Hot
Hotel
Hour
Husband
ID card
Ill/Sick
Illness/Sickness
Insurance

Satılık
Yabancı
Arkadaş
Kız
Lisansüstü
Enstitü
Manav
Bakkal
Yumurta
Sınav
Başağrısı
Sağlık/Sağlık ocağı
Sağlık Sigortası
Yardım
Lise
Tatil
Ev
Hastane
Pansiyon
Sıcak
Otel
Saat
Koca
Kimlik kartı
Hasta
Hastalık
Sigorta

ENGLISH
Installment
International
Invoice
Key
Kindergarten
Laundry
Law/Lawyer
Lecturer/Instructor
Library
Loan
Lock
Locksmith/Smithery
Lunch
Man/Men
Management
Meat
Medicine
Milk
Minute
Mobile phone
Money
Month
Morning
Mosque
Mother
Municipality bus
Museum

TURKISH
Taksit
Uluslararası
Fatura
Anahtar
Kreş
Çamaşırhane
Hukuk/Avukat
Öğretim elemanı
Kütüphane
Borç
Kilit
Çilingir
Öğle yemeği
Erkek/Erkekler
İşletme/Yönetim
Et
İlaç
Süt
Dakika
Cep telefonu
Para
Ay
Sabah
Cami
Anne
Belediye otobüsü
Müze

ENGLISH
Registration
Relative
Rent
Residence permit
Reservation
Rest Room
Road/Way
Room
Salt/Salty
Scholarship
Science
Security
Shopping center
Sibling
Shoe/Shoeseller
Snow
Son
Sour
Spouse
Stationary
Stomach/Stomach Ache
Student
Student certificate
Subscriber/Subscription
Sugar
Suitcase
Surname

TURKISH
Kayıt
Akraba
Kira
İkamet izni
Rezervasyon
Tuvalet
Yol
Oda
Tuz/Tuzlu
Burs
Bilim/Fen
Güvenlik
Alışveriş merkezi
Kardeş
Ayakkabı/Ayakkabıcı
Kar
Oğul
Ekşi
Eş
Kırtasiye
Mide/Mide Ağrısı
Öğrenci
Öğrenci belgesi
Abone/Abonelik
Şeker
Bavul/Valiz
Soyad/Soyisim
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Nationality
Natural Gas
Nauseation
Night
Night Pharmacy
Noon
Notebook
Nurse
Oil
Payment
Payphone
Pen/Pencil
Penalty
Petition
Pharmacy
Plane
Police Department
Prayer/Prayer room
Price
Primary school
Public bus
Purse/Wallet
Railway station
Rain/Raincoat
Real estate agent

2019 - 2020
Ad/İsim
Milliyet/Uyruk
Doğal gaz
Mide bulantısı
Gece
Nöbetçi eczane
Öğle
Defter
Hemşire
Yağ
Ödeme
Ankesörlü telefon
Kalem
Ceza
Dilekçe
Eczane
Uçak
Emniyet Müdürlüğü
Dua/Mescit
Fiyat
İlkokul
Halk otobüsü
Cüzdan
Tren garı
Yağmur/Yağmurluk
Emlakçı

Sweet
Taste
Tax office
Tea
Traffic
Visa
Vomiting
Wound
Teacher
Ticket
Tip
Tomorrow
Travel
Try/Trial
Tuition fee
Umbrella
Undergraduate
Valuable
Water
Week/Weekend
Weekday/Workday
Wife
Window
Woman/Women
Year
Yesterday

Tatlı
Tat/Tatmak
Vergi dairesi
Çay
Trafik
Vize
Kusma
Yara
Öğretmen
Bilet
Bahşiş
Yarın
Yolculuk
Denemek/Deneme
Öğrenim harcı
Şemsiye
Lisans
Değerli eşya
Su
Hafta/Haftasonu
İşgünü
Karı
Pencere
Kadın/Kadınlar
Yıl
Dün

HANDY TIPS
Credit cards and debit cards (Visa, Master, American Express) are widely used in Turkey.
But, carrying some cash (Turkish Liras) will be necessary and helpful. You’d better change
some of your money in TL just by your arrival.
Don't change money at shops or with people who are touting for exchange.

Don't bring too many clothes from home; it’s quite plentiful and inexpensive in Turkey.
Wear the clothes you would normally wear in your own country, as you’ll see there’s a
wide variety of it in Turkey.
In the restaurants, keep track of what you ordered and notice the prices. If you can, keep
your own account.

Always ask a price before you decide to buy a good or a service. While taking a taxi, be
sure that the taximeter is open and reset.
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Don't drink the tap water. You can purchase water for about 1-1.5 TL a liter at any market
or buffet. Drink bottled water, and in restaurants make sure the bottle is unopened when
it is brought to the table. Refuse it if it isn't.
In need of a rest room anywhere, look around for the nearest mosque. You’ll find both
women's and men's restrooms.
If you’ll visit a mosque, remove your shoes before going inside. Women must cover hair
and dress modestly. Men should not wear shorts. Don’t talk loudly, it’s a place of worship.
Remember that Friday is the day of prayer.

While taking photos of people, gesture or ask permission… You may be asked to send them
a copy. ☺
Learn a few words in Turkish, such as Merhaba (Hello), Günaydın (Good Morning), İyi
Günler (Have a Nice Day), or Teşekkür Ederim (Thank You), Lütfen (Please), Pardon (Excuse
Me), Evet (Yes), Hayır (No), and so on… Turkish people appreciate this very much.
Turkish people have a deep respect for the founder of the modern Turkish Republic,
Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, and they wouldn’t tolerate even a harmless joke about him, much
less any form of derogatory discussion about his achievements. Same is true for the Turkish
flag.
Emergency Call-All Over Turkey (Free of Charge & No Area Code is Needed)
Ambulance : 112

Fire

Police

Traffic : 154

: 155

: 110

CAUTION
Please do not smoke indoors. Smoking in closed spaces is banned in Turkey and it’s subject
to a penalty fine. No closed spaces for smoking are available at Biltes College.

Bringing and consuming alcoholic beverages are prohibited at Biltes College.

Please refrain from unauthorized possession, or making use of any kind of property
belonging to College or other people. Always ask permission first!
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Thank You in Advance for Your Kind Attention!

CONTACT
BİLTES COLLEGE SADABAD CAMPUS
Çobançeşme Caddesi Merkez Mahallesi Sardunya Sokak No: 3/1 Kağıthane –
İstanbul
BİLTES COLLEGE KEMERBURGAZ CAMPUS
Davutpaşa Caddesi Mithatpaşa Mahallesi, Hidayet Sokak No:3/9001
Kemerburgaz - Eyüp - İstanbul
BİLTES INTERNATIONAL PRESCHOOL (VADİSTANBUL)
Ayazağa Mahallesi 215. Sokak No:4/A Sarıyer - İstanbul
Telephone: 0 (212) 612 12 12
Fax: 0 (212) 294 24 14
E-mail: info@biltes.k12.tr
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